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Abstract
Item response theory (IRT) has become a popular methodological framework for modeling response data from
assessments in education and health; however, its use is not widespread among psychologists. This paper aims to
provide a didactic application of IRT and to highlight some of these advantages for psychological test development.
IRT was applied to two scales (a positive and a negative affect scale) of a self-report test. Respondents were 853
university students (57 % women) between the ages of 17 and 35 and who answered the scales. IRT analyses revealed
that the positive affect scale has items with moderate discrimination and are measuring respondents below the
average score more effectively. The negative affect scale also presented items with moderate discrimination and are
evaluating respondents across the trait continuum; however, with much less precision. Some features of IRT are used
to show how such results can improve the measurement of the scales. The authors illustrate and emphasize how
knowledge of the features of IRT may allow test makers to refine and increase the validity and reliability of other
psychological measures.
Keywords: Item response theory, Graded response model, Psychological assessment, Affects

Background
Valid and reliable measures are essential to the field of
psychology, as well as, to the study of abilities, aptitudes,
and attitudes. In this sense, classical test theory (CTT) has
been extensively serving the testing field for about
100 years. However, the implementation of item response
theory (IRT) to psychological and educational assessment
has caused major and positive changes to psychological
test development (see, for example, Hambleton & Jodoin,
2003). The use of IRT with test development has several
advantages over CTT mainly because IRT produces person parameter invariance (test scores are not dependent
on the particular choice of test items) when model fit is
present, and test information functions provide the
amount of information or “measurement precision” captured by the test on the scale measuring the construct of
interest (Embretson, 1996; Hambleton et al. 2000) and
other features too. These features and others along with
CTT drawbacks, have led the authors of this paper to
introduce Samejima`s (1969) graded response model
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(GRM). Estimation of latent ability using a response pattern of graded scores. Psychometrika (1969) graded response model (GRM), the topic of model fit, and other
important characteristics of IRT analysis, to the development of psychological tests. In addition, another goal of
this paper is to present a comprehensible application of
the GRM, to interpret these results, and to highlight the
importance of the findings provided by these analyses for
psychological test development.
The topics regarding CTT, IRT, item and ability parameter invariance, IRT assumptions, the GRM and model fit
will be presented and explained. The remainder of the
paper will introduce an application of the GRM to our
data, the methodology used, and how these results can be
considered in order to refine the Affect Scale.

Classical test theory
As Gulliksen (1950) presented, and many readers know,
within a CTT framework, item statistics are examinee
sample-dependent for CTT models. This means that test
item statistics are very dependent on the sample of examinees used in item calibration. But it would facilitate
test development if the item statistics were not directly
tied to the choice of examinee sample. In a similar way,
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examinee test scores too are dependent on the choice of
test items. This means, for example, for examinees to be
compared, they need to either take the same test items,
or statistically equivalent test items. But there are times
when better testing would result if the choice of test items
was matched to the examinees’ ability levels. Examinees
scoring high on a construct might receive more challenging items, for example. But individualing the choice of
test items, would limit the possibility of comparing examinees. Next, four limitations of CTT are presented (and for
another perspective, see Embretson, 1996).
The first shortcoming of CTT is that the interpretation of respondent characteristics depend on the test
used. Respondents will appear smarter, if an easier test is
administered, but will look like less smart, if a more difficult test is answered. The second shortcoming of CTT
is that test characteristics are sample-dependent. The
same test administered in a group of high ability students and in another group of low ability students will
produce items with different levels of difficulty, for example. In the first sample, items difficulty will appear
lower than the difficulty for the second group. These
shortcomings imply that test characteristics can only be
done in the same context (sample). Once, test parameters
depend on persons’ latent trait and vice versa, item and
test characteristics will change when other persons (samples with different levels of latent trait) answer the test.
The third shortcoming of CTT is that the theory assumes that errors of measurement are equal for all persons. This is problematic because persons with different
levels of ability will show different levels of error (guessing) in a test that evaluates intelligence or any other construct, for example. The fourth shortcoming of CTT is
that it does not allow accurate predictions about possible
results for a respondent or for a sample on an item, using
only their ability scores. This information would be important for a test designer interested in developing a test
for a population with specific characteristics. All these
points can be addressed effectively with IRT, if of course
an IRT model can be found that fits the test data.1

Item response theory development and
properties
IRT was initially developed in the 1950s and 1960s by
Frederic Lord and other psychometricians (Lord, 1952;
Lord & Novick, 1968) who had the goal of developing a
method able to evaluate respondents without depending
on the same items included in the test (Hambleton &
Jodoin, 2003). Therefore, IRT evolved from classical
measurement theory with the purpose of overcoming
many of its limitations (Hambleton, 1994). IRT is a statistical theory comprised of a variety of mathematical
models that have the following characteristics: a) to predict person scores based on his/her abilities or latent
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traits and b) to establish a relationship between person’s
item performance and the set of traits underling item performance through a function called the “item characteristic curve” (Hambleton et al. 1991). These characteristics
are possible because IRT models provide item and ability
parameter invariance for test items and persons, when the
IRT model of interest actually fits the available test data.
In other words, the same items used in different samples
will keep their statistical properties (for instance, difficulty
and discrimination), and persons’ scores that represent
ability or latent traits on a specific construct will not depend on the particular test items they were administered.
The role of item and person parameter invariance in IRT

Parameter invariance is not a mysterious property that
IRT confers to items and tests. It refers to population
quantities, rather than sample quantities, which are assumed to be identical across groups or measurement
conditions (Rupp & Zumbo, 2004).2 Parameter invariance is not exclusively found on IRT models. For instance, multiple regression analysis may also show such
properties, once the residuals (distance between observed and expected scores) are considered small
enough to assume that the equation which builds the
model fits equally well data from different populations
(Hambleton, 2005). If parameter variance is obtained in
different populations, inferences and generalizability of
the results will be threatened and probably be misleading (Rupp & Zumbo, 2004).
Conceptually, it is not assumed that the same scores
will be found if one person responds twice to the same
test (Lord and F. M. A theory of test scores. Psychometrika 1952) because of learning, motivation level, fatigue
effects, and other measurement errors. However, it is assumed that a respondent with similar latent traits will
obtain similar scores (apart from measurement errors)
on the same or on a completely different test built to
evaluate the same construct. In addition, persons with
different latent traits will preserve the same difference
among their scores, if they answered a parallel form of
the test.
IRT assumptions

There are two basic assumptions that pertain to all unidimensional3 IRT applications: unidimensionality and the
shape of the item characteristic curves (ICC) (Hambleton
et al., 1991). According to these authors, it is assumed that
only one latent construct is measured by a set of items in
a test. Therefore, the presence of a dominant factor
explaining most of the instrument variance scores is expected. Some common techniques used for checking unidimensionality are: eigenvalue plots (20 % or more
variability on the first factor: Hattie, 1985), parallel analysis (Horn, 1965) or confirmatory factor analysis (testing
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the hypothesis of a single factor). Other new recommended techniques, although not very often used, to
evaluate unidimensionality are the Tetrad analysis and the
Hull method (Yu et al. 2007; Lorenzo-Seva et al. 2011).
We suggest readers interested in test unidimensionality
see Hattie (1985) for a deep review about the topic.
The second assumption is that ICC, specified by the
model, reflect the relationships between the latent traits
and the item responses. When the test items are binary
scored (e.g., true-false, or yes-no), ICCs tend to be Sshaped curves and match the probabilities of examinees
successfully answering a test item as a function of their
ability. Test items that are easy are shifted to the left on
the scale measuring the trait, and items that are hard are
shifted to the right end of the measuring scale. Discriminating items have higher slopes than lower discriminating items. With appropriate model fit, the ICC match up
closely to the actual test data.

scale reflecting levels of agreement or disagreement) and
is considered a generalization of the two-parameter logistic model (2PL) (Keller, 2005). According to Keller,
the 2PL model is used to provide the probability that
someone has to receive a specific score (or higher), given
the level of the underlying latent trait. The more of the
trait (positive affect, for instance) possessed by respondents, the more likely they are to respond with answers
that receive higher scores, or the more likely they are to
choose one of the more positive ratings on the items of
the scale (Hambleton, 2005).
In GRM, the probability Pik ðθÞ that a person’s response falls at or above a particular ordered category
given θ (level of latent trait) may be expressed as follows
on equation 1:
 

exp ai θj − bik

 

Pik ðθÞ ¼
ð1Þ
1 þ exp ai θj −bik

1PLM, 2PLM and 3PLM: models for binary data

This equation is known as boundary characteristic
function of item i for category k. The parameter ai refers
to the slope of the function or item discrimination. This
parameter is constant for all categories of the same item.
Different items will probably present different discriminations though. The bik parameter, also called threshold
parameter, refers to the latent trait level in which the
probability of answering at or above the particular category equals 50 % (Hambleton et al. 2011).
GRM considers items as a series of K – 1 dichotomous
items, in which K represents the number of categories in
the Likert scale or other ordered category scales. If a 5point scale that goes, say, from 0 to 4 is used, then, the
following dichotomies are analyzed for each item: 0 vs.
1, 2, 3, 4; 0, 1 vs. 2, 3, 4; 0, 1, 2 vs. 3, 4; and 0, 1, 2, 3 vs.
4. Because the probability of respondents choosing the
lowest category, or any of the higher score categories is
1, P i0 ðθÞ ¼ 1 , the threshold parameter for the lowest
category is not estimated. Also, the probability of answering above the highest category must be zero, the
probability of responding in the highest category is equal
to the highest cumulative score category function. The
other probabilities based on the other combinations,
given θ, are computed by subtracting the adjacent P ik
ðθÞ . The general expression for this is given on
equation 2:

Three common IRT models for binary data are the one,
two and three parameter logistic models. They differentiate themselves for the number of parameters estimated.
Using the one-parameter logistic model (1PLM), it is
possible to estimate the probability that someone will
answer the item (of difficulty, b) correctly. The TwoParameter Logistic Model (2PLM) also aims to estimate
the probability of a correct answer, but it also allows estimating the discrimination of the item (a). The bigger
the value of “a”, the stepper the slope of the ICC and the
more discriminant the item is providing. The ThreeParameter Logistic Model (3PLM) estimates the other
two parameters described (a and b) and also the probability for guessing (the “c” parameter). Imagine that
sometimes students get right answers by guessing an alternative in the item. The inclusion of the c parameter
allows the model to estimate the effect of guessing on
item difficulty and on examinees final scores, for example. See Hambleton et al. (1991) for a thorough description of these models. This c parameter is especially
important with achievement data. However, when our
test is composed by other types of items (polytomous,
for example), IRT estimation should use other models.
Graded response model

In this section, we will introduce some equations that
represent relevant aspects of the Graded Response
Model, as well as, item parameter estimates, and model
fit. One of the most popular models used for polytomous items, common with many psychological tests, is
the GRM (Samejima F. Estimation of latent ability using
a response pattern of graded scores. Psychometrika
1969). This model is appropriate to use when dealing
with ordered categories on a rating scale (e.g., a Likert

Pik ðθÞ ¼ Pik ðθÞ−P i

ðkþ1Þ

ðθÞ

ð2Þ

Or specifically, as presented on equations 3 through 7:
Pi0 ðθÞ ¼ 1

ð3Þ

Pi1 ðθÞ ¼ P i1 ðθÞ−P i2 ðθÞ

ð4Þ

Pi2 ðθÞ ¼ P i2 ðθÞ−P i3 ðθÞ

ð5Þ
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Pi3 ðθÞ ¼ P i3 ðθÞ−P i4 ðθÞ

ð6Þ

Pi4 ðθÞ ¼ P i4 ðθÞ

ð7Þ

Figure 1 presents a graphical representation of the category response functions (CRF) (in terms of probabilities
of each rating category over the latent trait scale) for an
item and constitutes an example of how we will evaluate
negative and positive affect items. The latent trait is
conventionally presented in the standardized form that
goes from -3 to 3. The mean of trait scores on the construct of interest is set to 0 and the standard deviation
to 1. These scores can always be transformed later to a
more convenient scale (and they would be with most if
not all psychological scales). The a parameter for this
item is .80 and the b parameters or thresholds for the
second, third, fourth and fifth categories are respectively -2.52, -1.05, -0.05, 1.14. Again, the first category is
not estimated since the probability of getting a score of
zero or higher is always 1.0. CRF represent the probabilities for responding to each of the five response categories as a function of respondents’ level of latent trait
(Hambleton, 2005), as, for example, negative and/or
positive affect. For example, a person with high levels
of negative affect is more likely to choose higher values
(as, “this item describes me completely”) on the Likert
type item that says: “Many times, I feel nervous.” CRF
can be used to identify items with low category discrimination and spread.
Fitting the graded response model

To gauge how well the chosen model can predict respondent scores and generate item statistics that are invariant over samples of respondents, it is essential to
measure model fit. This involves fitting the GRM to the
data, and to estimating item and latent trait parameters.

Usually, different models are tested in order to know
which one provides better fit. In this case, another possibility, the partial credit model (Masters, 1982), was not
used because it constrains the discrimination power (a
parameter) to be equal for all items. As indicated by one
anonymous reviewer, another useful model is the Generalized Partial Credit Model (GPCM: Muraki, 1992) that
implements a varying slope parameter and can be used
with dichotomous and polytomous items. The GPCM
constitutes a useful tool for psychometricians when the
categories of Likert-type scales are not spaced. In the
educational field, for example, the 0, 1, and 2 points
might indicate different degrees of correctness of an answer: 0-incorrect; 1-partial credit; 2-full credit. In the
context of affect evaluation, the GPCM might indicate
that some categories are more used than others – what
does not occur with the GRM that assumes the categories are spaced. A comparison of GPCM and GRM with
data from the Affect Scale may result in another useful
paper. But it should be noted that often the GPCM and
GRM provide very similar results and parameters in the
GRM seem easier to explain to practitioners.
The GRM can be fitted using PARSCALE (Muraki &
Bock, 1993). We will provide item parameter estimates
and chi-square results as model fit findings (see, Table 1
and Table 2 in the Result section). χ2 statistics are common indicators of model fit, however, some drawbacks
need consideration.
Because χ2 statistics are susceptible to sample size,
small samples might not reject the null-hypothesis (that
states that the item does fit the model) even when the fit
is poor. On the other hand, large samples might present
significant results even when the fit is appropriate.
Therefore, other procedures like evaluating expected
and observed scores, as well as, expected and observed
residuals (raw and standardized) are considered more

Fig. 1 Category response curves for a five-category graded response model (GRM) item (“Many times, I feel nervous”), with a = .80, b2 = -2.52, b3 = -1.05,
b4 = -0.05, and b5 = 1.14
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Table 1 Slope, location and chi-square tests for the negative
affect scale
Items

χ2

df

p

62.09

61

0.44

71.54

65

0.27

Slope (a)

Location (b)

1

0.80

-0.62

2

0.56

-1.14

3

0.63

-0.73

101.35

62

0.01

4

0.40

0.87

93.87

85

0.24

5

0.62

-0.12

76.99

74

0.38

6

0.70

1.48

85.44

69

0.09

7

0.79

0.10

80.35

74

0.29

8

1.19

0.21

79.65

65

0.10

9

0.56

2.09

93.22

70

0.03

10

0.64

1.23

84.98

76

0.22

reliable indicators of model fit (Han & Hambleton, 2007;
Liang et al. 2008). Residuals are the difference between
expected scores, based on model estimation, and actual
results. Standardized residuals are calculated dividing
raw residuals by their standard errors. This step was
done using ResidPlot-2 (for more details, see Liang et
al., 2008).
It is expected that a good fitting model generates standardized residuals (approximately) normally distributed.
So, if the model satisfies this assumption, positive evidence of model fit is available. There is no rule of thumb
to gauge how “approximately normal” is accepted, so the
researcher should take into account the consequences of
estimation based on a misfitted model. These consequences might include how many persons will not be selected to be part of a program, or how much a
correlation used in research might be underestimated
due to poor measurement. At the item level, standardized residuals might be expected between -2 and 2.
Items with residuals out of this interval might indicate
poor fit and suggest substitutions in new versions of the
test. To evaluate residuals for all categories in each item
Table 2 Slope, location and chi-square tests for the positive
affect scale
χ2

df

p

-0.84

65.70

49

0.06

-1.07

71.60

45

0.08

0.76

-2.00

45.48

42

0.33

0.63

-2.46

33.28

36

0.60

5

0.63

-1.77

59.14

45

0.08

6

1.14

-1.20

42.90

39

0.31

7

0.48

-2.71

68.43

43

0.01

8

0.92

-1.33

68.24

42

0.01

9

1.08

-0.97

40.87

44

0.61

10

0.86

-1.77

52.30

38

0.06

Items

Slope (a)

Location (b)

1

1.10

2

0.99

3
4

is also important and might provide worthwhile information about model fit and patterns of answers for each
category. For more details about model fit, check the
work of Embretson and Reise (2000). The residual evaluations supported the GRM fit with the affect scale.
Another advantage of IRT, when compared with classical methods, is to provide item and test information.
Item information functions present the contribution of
each item to the latent trait measurement. Items with
greater discrimination power contribute more to assessment precision than items with lower discriminating
power. This may seem like similar information to point
biserial correlations in classical measurement. The big
differences are that the IRT statistics are directly linked
to measurement precision and the location on the trait
scale where that information is relevant. Summing item
information functions (Ii) of the test provides a test information function (I), as showed on equation 8:
Xn
I ðθ Þ ¼
I ðθÞ:
ð8Þ
i¼1 i
This characteristic is especially important and unique
to item response models because it allows test makers to
easily decide which items to choose based on their interests and also based on the impact of the items on the
total test information. If the interest is to select respondents that have high levels of the latent trait, items that
provide more information on the right hand side of the
scale might be chosen to maximize the precision of
scores at the higher end of the trait scale.
Test information functions are inversely proportional
to standard errors,
1
SE ðθÞ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I ðθ Þ

ð9Þ

So, the more information provided by a test at a particular latent trait, the better the measurement, and the
smaller the measurement errors at this level (Hambleton
et al., 2000).

The current study
A common way to conduct research in the field of
psychology has been through the use of standardized
scales to measure constructs of interest (e.g., affects, optimism, self-esteem). Test development to evaluate positive and negative affect has used the Classical Test
Theory (Bradburn, 1969; Fordyce, 1977; Kammann &
Flett 1983; Watson et al. 1988), and, more recently, the
Item Response Theory (Ebesutani et al. 2013; Lin & Yao,
2009). Some reasons why the IRT is still not widely used,
despite its advantages, is probably because: a) it requires
a deeper statistical background from the researcher
(Embretson, 1996), b) it requires large sample size to estimate item and ability rather than CTT - approximately,
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more than 500 examinee responses are requested to
achieve proper estimation results, and c) it was more focusing on individual item, and in psychology background, test-level analysis is more reasonable to evaluate
with factor analysis (see, Maydeu-Olivares, 2005, for a
comparison between IRT and factor analysis). Modern
procedures to improve positive and negative affect estimation, however, may contribute to higher discrimination scores among the participants and are critical to
the advancement of the field. For this reason, we believe
that the readers of the Psicologia Reflexão e Crítica will
benefit from a step-to-step description of a sophisticated
method to improve test development: the item response
theory modeling. Moreover, this paper provides validity
and reliability evidences to the Affect Scale (Zanon et al.
2013a) – a standardized test developed to assess positive
and negative affect on adults.
What follows is an application of the GRM to the first
author’s research to develop and evaluate an affect scale.
The goal of the next sections is to provide more details
about the application, and show how IRT modeling was
helpful in the evaluation of positive and negative affect.
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persons, such as “I am proud of myself”, and “I have
been worried lately”. Each statement is rated by the respondents on a 5-point Likert scale. The rating scale is
defined by the end points: 1 – this item does not describe me at all, and 5 – this item describes me completely. The higher the number, the more the item
describes the respondent, and the lower the number, the
less the item describes the respondent.
Procedures

Respondents responded collectively to the questionnaires from within their classrooms. Beforehand, the students were informed that participation in the study was
voluntary, and that all information shared would remain
confidential. The students were asked to carefully read
the questions and respond according to their personal
feelings. Data collection was performed in a single session for each class of students. This study is part of a
project approved by Ethics Committee and all ethical
procedures were followed on this research.

Results
Internal structure evidence

Method
Participants

The respondents were 853 university students (57 %
women and 43 % men) between the ages of 17 and 35
(M = 21 years, SD = 3). Participation in the study was
voluntary. These numbers are very substantial for IRT
research and therefore permit item parameter estimation
with a high level of precision.
Instrument

Affect Scale (Zanon et al. 2013a) is a self report instrument that consists of two independent factors: positive
affect and negative affect. Positive and negative affect are
characterized by the frequency and intensity of emotions and feelings that an individual experiences as either pleasant or unpleasant (Lyubomirsky et al. 2005).
Persons with high scores of positive affect experience
frequent and intense episodes of pleasure. They consider themselves happy, enthusiastic, and confident.
High levels of positive affect are associated with physical health, conjugal and work satisfaction (Naragon &
Watson, 2009). Conversely, those persons with high
levels of negative affect experience repeated episodes of
intense displeasure (Watson, 2005). Generally, these respondents perceive themselves as sad, discouraged, and
anxious. In general, high levels of negative affect are associated with rumination (Trapnell & Campbell, 1999),
anxiety, depression (Miles et al. 2004), and neuroticism
(Zanon et al. 2013b).
Each factor (positive and negative) consists of 10 sentences representing the various moods and emotions of

Factor analysis (with an oblimin rotation) identified two
principal factors that explained 38.4 % of the total variance (25.6 % for positive affect and 12.8 % for negative
affect). All items had positive factor loadings between
.46 and .74 in the first dimension, and between .38 and
.77 on the second one. These items presented loadings
lower than .40 in the other dimension. Coefficient alpha
was .83 for positive affect and .77 for negative affect and
the correlation between the factors was -.38. These results were gathered with the same sample used for the
IRT analysis and indicate preliminary evidences of validity and reliability for the Affect Scale.
IRT modeling

IRT analyses were conducted for the positive and negative scale separately. From the correlational information,
it seemed clear that the two scales were rather different.
Table 1 presents slopes (a), location (b) and chi-square
tests for the negative affect scale. The slopes were considered moderate. The location parameters indicate that
the items were spread over the continuum of the scale.
Five items were on the left hand side of the scale (below
the mean respondent score) and the other five were on
the right hand side (above the mean). Chi-square tests
showed that two items were significant, which suggest
that these items were not well fitted by the model. However, residual inspection (at the test, item and category
level) provided enough evidence to consider that the
model actually fitted the item level data. Table 2 presents
slopes (a), location (b) and chi-square tests for the positive affect scale. The slopes were of moderate size, and
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slightly higher than the other scale, which meant that
the positive affect items were generating more item level
and test level information. All items were located on the
left hand side of the scale suggesting that many respondents were finding it easy to identify with the statements. Two items presented significant chi-squares, but
again, residual analyses suggested that the model fit was
acceptable.
Residual analyses

Raw and standardized scores were analyzed at the item
level. Initially, the amount of answers for each category
(e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) in every single item is compared
with the amount of expected answers –produced by the
chosen model. Categories without answers or with large
discrepancies between observed and expected values indicate poor fit. Another procedure is to evaluate how
small the residuals (differences between the observed
and expected scores from each item) are on the latent
trait continuum for each items. An item, for example,
might present small residuals on the low part of the continuum, but large residuals on the rest - this also would
indicate poor fit. Visual inspection of the residuals on all
categories and for each item was conducted for the
negative and positive affect.
Residual analyses were interpreted graphically. ResidPlot2 provides confidence bounds for the expected raw residuals on the latent trait continuum for an arbitrary number
of intervals (13 in this study), and also provides standardized residuals (plotted on 13 intervals) spread over the latent trait. For raw residuals, good fitting model is verified
when observed residuals are found between the confidence
bounds; while for standardized residuals, good fitting
model is seen when the plots are between -2 and 2.
At the category level, raw and standardized residuals
for the five categories of each item were analyzed. For
the raw residuals, this step focused on the observed
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residuals out of the confidence bounds, and for the standardized residuals, the number of plots out of -2 and 2
were considered. Regarding the negative affect scale, approximately, 58 % of all categories presented observed
residuals between the bounds in all 13 intervals; and
56 % of all categories presented standardized residuals
between -2 and 2. For the remaining categories, no more
than two observed and standardized residuals were
found out of the confidence bounds and -2 and 2 respectively in each category. At the item level, similar
procedures were conducted. And, most of the observed
and standardized residuals again were on the confidence
bounds and between -2 and 2. At the test level, observed
and expected standardized residual distribution for all
items were assessed, along with observed and expected
score distribution. Visual inspection revealed small differences, which suggested acceptable fit.
Regarding the positive affect scale, approximately,
48 % of all categories presented observed residuals between the bounds in all intervals; and 38 % of all categories presented standardized residuals between -2 and
2. No more than three observed and standardized residuals were found out of the confidence bounds and -2
and 2 respectively in each category. At the item level,
most of the observed and standardized residuals were on
the confidence bounds and between -2 and 2; and for all
items, again small differences were found between observed and expected standardized residuals and score
distribution, conferring acceptable fit to the scale.
Test information functions

Figures 2 and 3 present test information functions (solid
lines) and standard errors (broken lines) to the positive
and negative scales, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2,
most of the information provided by the scale was below
the mean of respondent scores suggesting that the scale
was better designed for respondents with lower scores.

Fig. 2 Test information function (solid line) and standard errors (broken line) to the positive affect scale
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Fig. 3 Test information function (solid line) and standard errors (broken line) to the negative affect scale

Regarding the negative affect scale, the information was
well spread over the continuum. However, the amount
of information given was much lower than the positive
affect scale and less than what was considered acceptable. In a redesign, perhaps the clarity of the negative
statements could be improved, and perhaps the addition
of a few more items could increase the level of test information. But historically, negatively worded items have
always proved more problematic for respondents.

Discussion
The two most important advantages provided by an IRT
application during the development and analyses of
these scales are probably item and ability parameter invariance and test information functions. Many psychological tests used to assess personality, intelligence,
attitudes etc. might also benefit from these IRT advantages. In research as well as in applied contexts, details
about the area in which the latent traits measured by the
test are doing better measurement (and how well) would
help clinics, researchers or test makers to decide which
test is more appropriate for their specific interests. In
addition, a test that is free of examinee sample characteristics in test development allows for more reliable
comparisons among respondents as well as groups (see
some recent IRT applications in the Brazilian context:
Brant et al. 2015; Carvalho et al. 2013; Knijnik et al.
2014; Lopes, & Bueno, 2014; Muniz et al. 2014).
Often, classical methods exclusively are used to offer
evidence of validity and reliability to new tests and this
evidence is undoubtedly important. But this paper provides evidence that IRT results can be extremely helpful
to complement this evidence with information regarding
the quality of the measurement at specific points of the
measuring scale. CTT can provide this same information
but it is more cumbersome to do so using little known
statistics for assessing conditional errors. In this case, it

is clear that the positive affect scale should not be used
for the purpose of evaluating people with high levels of
positive affect. The amount of information provided by
the 10 items is simply not very good at the higher score
levels. For this situation to change, more “difficult” items
are needed in the scale—items that would be difficult for
respondents to agree with and therefore permit better
assessment at the high end of the score continuum. Situations in which people are being selected based on their
(high level of ) intelligence or other skills/traits might be
misleading, unfair, and even unreliable, if the information function and errors provided by the test presented
similar distribution and values to those shown in Fig. 2.
IRT applications provide different standard errors of
measurement at different trait levels. Because standard
errors of measurement are used in score interpretations,
it is possible to easily create confidence intervals to interpret individual scores (Embretson, 1996). So, one can
have a range (around the reached score) associated with
a probability. The smaller the errors at some level, the
smaller the confidence bands. This does not happen with
classical methods that nearly always assume the same
standard error applies at all trait levels.
As shown in Fig. 3, the quality of the measurement
provided by the negative affect scale is spread over the
continuum and it is relatively higher at the middle of the
scale (around the mean). However, the amount of information provided is relatively low and reflects items with
modest discriminative indices. It raises the question of
how well these statements were actually written. Perhaps
they were confusing to respondents. Due to parameter
invariance properties, these items will keep their psychometric characteristics in other applications. So, new
items can be included in future revisions of these scales
and a reevaluation of the item information functions
could be conducted. These procedures can be repeated
until one gets the desired test.
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According to Embretson (1996), psychologists have
had little exposure to IRT especially because it is both
relatively new and statistically sophisticated (compared
with classical methods), measurement courses have declined in graduate programs of psychology so not only
are graduate students less knowledgeable about CTT,
they may have little or no knowledge of IRT, and because not much understandable material has been focused on psychological issues (most of them are to
educational assessment). The latter point was a focal
point within this paper. Two introductory books are suggested to students and professors interested in IRT (for
psychological examples, see Embretson & Reise, 2000;
for educational examples, see Hambleton et al., 1991).
This study is not free of limitations. Differential item
functioning (DIF) constitutes a serious threat to test validity and needs to be further addressed on the items of
the Affect Scale. DIF occurs when participants with
identical latent trait provide different patterns of answers
to some items. This might be the case of items that favor
(or disfavor) some sample’s subgroups (e.g., girls and
boys, black and white, minorities). Considering that
women are more likely than men to present depression
symptoms, the investigation of DIF across sex on items
of positive and negative affect might reveal possible differences on these groups.

Conclusion
Lastly, IRT is not a panacea and does not correct problems of misleading items or failure to meet content
specifications. It also does not substitute classical
methods that were influential and are still important.
However, IRT is a worthwhile tool that can and should
be used to increase the quality of psychological tests and
consequently psychological assessment.
Endnotes
1
As indicated by one anonymous reviewer, this might
not be the case for Rasch models because is expected
that the data fit the model and not the opposite. Our
position, however, is that models that do not fit the data
are of little value and removing items from the test to fit
the model can decrease its content validity. The Rasch
model also assumes that test items are all equally discriminating and this assumption runs counter to the
widely held view that test items in practice often differ
in both their difficulty levels and discriminating powers.
2
Measurement invariance depends on the degree of
representativeness of the sample in the population being
studied. Thus, parameter invariance might not hold for
samples with extremely different characteristics.
3
There are IRT models that are multidimensional and
do not require evidence of unidimensionality. See Reckase (2009) for multidimensional IRT models, and Kose
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and Demirtasli (2012) for a comparison between uni and
multidimensional IRT models.
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